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Wits Centre for Diversity Studies (WiCDS) invites abstracts for a conference on the topic 
of Doing Human in April 2015.  

The ‘human’ is a not a self-evident category but has in fact always been a site of 
contestation shaped within unequal power relations. Powerful groups appropriate the 
right to define ‘human’ in ways that centre themselves and their interests. Perhaps the 
most pervasive vehicle of this dynamic in modern history has been Western Cartesian 
paradigms of humanism that have valorised the white European heterosexual able-
bodied middle-class man. This privileged global minority has positioned itself as the 
embodiment of the normal way of ‘doing’ human. Critical scholarship poses important 
challenges to this hegemonic position through deconstruction of the systems of power, 
privilege and oppression that have established such exclusive definitions of what it 
means to be and do human.  

We invite papers that may include and address the following themes:  

 How has ‘human’ been performed in different linguistic and cultural traditions? 
 How have political and legal systems constructed ‘human’? 
 How is the notion of ‘human’ raced, sexed, abled, gendered, classed and spaced? 
 Can the racist, sexist, classist and able category of ‘human’ be salvaged? 
 How have constructions of the ‘normate’ body positioned different people 

somatically and affectively? 
 Can we do ‘human’ playfully? 
 Which politics of emotions have been brought to play in hegemonic discourses of 

‘human’?  
 How have epistemologies been implicated in ‘human’? 
 How have enabling and constraining subjectivities been shaped in discursive 

practices of ‘human’? 
 How has ‘human’ played into processes of recognition and misrecognition? 
 How have representations of ‘human’ affected and reflected the symbolic 

imaginary? 
 Is decolonial thought an avenue for re-making ‘human’? 
 Does the notion of the post-human provide an escape[ism] from the politics of 

humanism/anti-humanism? 
Please submit abstracts to Faith Lazarus: faith.lazarus@wits.ac.za 
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